This is a guide for registrations through runnet.jp, the Japanese web page. Runnet Global is in English
but only covers a small number of races. The log in and registration for each web site is different. In
order to apply for races you will first need to register as a user of runnet.jp. You will also need to use
Japanese character input full and half width.
Click on My ペイジー My Page to log in. Must use half width characters to log in.

You will have to enter the race name in Japanese and sometimes choose the correct Kanji. Even if you
don’t read Japanese this may be possible by matching the race name and the suggestions when entering
the text in hiragana.
Enter Race Name

Search

This example is for Nagareyama Road Race. First enter the hiragana ながれやま then match with the
kanji 流山 It may sometimes work with roman letters. Make sure you get the correct event by checking
the date or ask for help at this stage.

Compare the entry date and the Kanji / description of the race and click
エントリー

Entry if the race is the one you wish to enter.

エントリー

Entry

Check required race distance and category. Usually highlighted according to the runner’s
registered information. Click エントリー Entry

Enter Details. 必須 = required fields. (Other non essential fields are not shown below)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Emergency Contact details. Full width font
Emergency Tel No. Half width
Check T Shirt Size Super Small to Super Large
Register for future event notifications

1

2

3

4

Agree to application rules then click

blue button to proceed.

You may get an error message stating that you haven’t entered the correct font. Half size or full
width. Is there anything more annoying than this?
See below 3 examples of error messages.
1. Emergency contact details. Surname should be enetered in full width characters
2. Emergency contact details. First Name should be enetered in full width characters
3. Emergency contact details. Telephone number should be enetered in half width digits

Go back and ensure the font is correct then click on confirm at the bottom of the page. If you
have corrected one section this will disappear from the error message box. Continue to edit
until you can proceed. Please note the kanji below for correct character input.
全角

Full width

半角

Half width

英字

Roman Letters

You may need to enter emergency contact’s name in half width Katakana instead of roman
letters. You will probably need a Japanese language option or keyboard. For a PC right click on
the bottom right of the keyboard and choose half or full width characters. (See below) Check
that you have Japanese language installed on your device as well as language settings to make
sure you can enter half width characters. Sometimes there is a default for full width characters.

.

Enter Payment Method. Pay Pal, Credit Card or Pay at convenience store.

Blue Button to proceed

Next Page is a full summary of all the registered data. (This is not copied below) Click blue button on the
right to confirm if the details are correct.

This example shows payment at the convenience store. After you have confirmed you should receive an
automated e-mail, which includes a link to a payment slip. Make sure to pay this before the deadline as
indicated. (2019 July 8)

Click on this link to get to the payment slip, which can be used to pay at the convenience store. The 7-11
option is most straightforward. You can either print the QR code or show the number (just write it down
and hand it to the clerk).
If payment is not made before the deadline the entry will lapse.

